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Bangladesh Concert ALL CLEAR GIVEN 
BUDGET CRIS 
George Harrison performs during the Bangladesh Concert. 
Steve Kohn reviews the movie on page 8 
Registration to Begin 
A conditional "all clear" on the CUNY 
budget crisis was sounded at the end of 
March, as the Legislature approved a 
State Executive Budget with $17.5 mil-
lion more for CUNY than the Gover-
nor's proposed "freeze". 
Albany touts calle~d the turnaround 
there a stunning victory for the Uni-
versity. Much credit was given to skill-
ful lobbying by University administra-
tors and faculty, and a very strong 
grassroots thrust that developed late in 
the game among students, parents, and 
friends. Informed consensus was that 
once convinced the crisis was real, the 
aroused voters spurred their, legislative 
representatives to defy the^Executive 
branch. 
The University's official position was 
contained in a message from Chancellor 
Robert J. Kibbee to all students, faculty 
and administrative staff of the Univer-
sity. Provided-the City honors the May-
or's funding commitment, he said, ap-
proval of the State Executive Budget 
for the fain972aeB&£Ster„will Anrigx Auditorium 
means that "City University can look 
forward to continuing Open Admissions 
and free tuition in the coming academic 
year." He cautioned, however, that the 
projected budget would require "pru-
dent and judicious management. It will 
also continue to demand sacrifice from 
every element of the University . . . " 
if the expected 40,000 high school grad-
uates who will expand net enrollment by 
23,000 are to be provided quality aca-
demic programs. 
"Our colleges will continue to face 
enormous problems of campus conges-
tion . . . To accomplish their teaching/ 
learning mission "will require a conscious 
effort toward greater understanding, 
civility, and compassionate good humor 
.among students, faculty, and adminis-
trative staff," the Chancellor reported. 
On the bright side, however, he said, 
the Legislature is already at work to 
free community college construction 
from the limits of the City capital bud-
get. 
At Baruch, President Wingfield com-
mended the students and faculty mem-
bers who took part in our mobilization 
effort. Among activities here were par-
tici] 
through crowded** said: Registrar Lewis Temarres May £ , Registration will-be con 
ducted in the same manner a s it was for fl&is ,.. • - . - * . • „ • • . - • - . . 
semester, the only difference being that it /because itis'bemg conducted over a shorter 
wfll take place in room 114; the 24m. Street period of time as compared to past 
Sociology Grants Available 
The Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology received word last week that 
it has been awarded a grant by the National 
Science Foundation for an Undergraduate 
Research Program this coming summer. 
The grant, totalling $5,100. is one of 42 being 
made to social science d e p a r t m e n t s 
throughout the ̂ country for support of in-
dependent student research. 
The project will enable three un-
dergraduate Sociology majors tc undertake 
ten weeks of full-time research on topics 
related to the general area of "urban 
communications" under the guidance of 
department staff members. The students 
selecte^will receive $80 a week, tax-free, 
for the ten-week period between June 19 and 
August 26 and will prepare a report of their 
findings during the following semester. 
The following factors will be considered in 
selecting the three U n d e r g r a d u a t e 
Research Participants: : r Majors with 
junior or senior standing who who will have 
a t least one more semester at Baruch after 
August 1972; >;2) Ai least a \ 3 ? average in all 
Sociology-Anthropology courses; (3, 
Recommendations from department in-
Student Leaders Eligible 
for 1 Credit 
Student leaders who work in the 
Freshman Seminar program next 
September can obtain one 
academic credit by applying to 
respective Department chairman 
for permission to take Sociology 
99, or Psychology 33, or 
Education 33. 
Any students interested must see 
Claire Brody in .Room 406, 
Student Center to arrange for a 
s. screening interview after they 
f obtain Departmental permission. 
structors; (4) Evidence of genuine interest 
in and capacity for the work, to be 
demons t ra ted through a bfrief essay 
prepared, after consultation with faculty 
members, on research the student would 
like tc carry out in the area of urban com-
munications. 
Faculty members who will serve as 
supervisors are Assistant Professor Otome 
Klein Hutheesing, Ass i s tan t Professor 
Edwin Hertz , Mar t in Edeis te in , and 
Professor Norman W. Storer. Chairman and 
Director of the pro jec t . P r e l i m i n a r y 
inquiries should be directed tc the Depart-
ment Office, room 512, 24th Street Annex. 
Applications must be received before 
May. 
3etween the time the three students are 
selected and the beginning of the formal 
orogram, they will be expected to do some 
sxploraticr. "in " t h e l i t e r a t u r e " and 
generally to prepare themselves for their 
^ — *.- ŝ  ̂ - — 
Ticker Foois College 
Members of the 3aruch Community fell 
prey to a joke last week as TICKLER, the 
April Fool's issue of TICKER surprised 
many into believing that the school of 
Liberal Arts had been auctioned off during 
the Spring Recess for the purpose of 
securing funds needed for the College 
because of budgetary cutbacks. 
Many students believed the story to be 
true until friends pointed out that the issue 
was a spoof. Some students even went to the 
Registrar's Office to apply for transfers to 
other colleges or called the offices of various 
deans to inquire about finding new schools. 
It was reported that several faculty 
members also made inquires about thebaic 
Most people took the parody issue good 
naturedly with very few complaints being 
made. 
difficulties. Instructions wifi be mail<£lto aB 
students shortly awS should arrive by April 
24 or 25. The schedule of courses is now 
available in the Registrar's Office; second 
floor of the Annex. 
Registration was planned for an earlier 
time, however, it was postponed because 
report cards were sent tc all students telling 
of last semester grades. Time was needed to 
issue the reports and make any corrections 
that might be needed. 
All Faculty Senate 
to be Formed 
In addi t ion t c i ts regular agenda, the 
s ta ted mee t ing of the General Facul ty 
Apri l 19 will consider two resolutions 
for which a special meet ing had earl ier 
been peti t ioned. They call fo r : 
— Establ i shment of an Ail-Faculty 
Sena te ; 
— Maintenance of cur ren t per s tu-
dent levels in the corning academic year. 
The Facul ty Senate resolution speci-
fied 5C members , 25 each from the two 
:c r .ponen : Schools, tc meet monthly and 
to "advise the General Faculty in dis-
charging i ts responsibilit ies under the 
by-laws of the Board of Higher Edu-
cation and relevant regulations of the 
College." From each School five sena-
tors would be department chairmen 
elected by their fellow chairmen, one 
senator from each department with 15 
or more f ulltime members, to serve one-
year terms; and the balance to be elected 
at-large with provision for equal dis-
tribution among the ranks, to serve two-
year terms, staggered by halves. 
The funding resolution calls for lim-
iting the number of students the College 
will accept, if necessary, and the use of 
a lottery system in so doing, "thereby 
insuring no deviation from the concept 
of open admissions." 
dents. __„.. _ . . . . 
and a trip by 40 students and six faculty 
members from the SEEK program to 
Albany. 
The survival kit operation generated 
from Baruch alone at least 2,600 signa-
tures on 121 petitions targeted on indi-
vidual legislators and processed through 
CUNY central office, plus an unknown 
number of letters and further petitions 
sent directly to the legislature. 
President Winrffield and Dean William 
Monat, Baruch Budget Crisis Coordin-
ator, extended particular thanks to 
Dean Irving Greger and Mrs. Estelle 
Ross of the Student Center, who re-
cruited student volunteers for the mail-
ing, oversaw and did much of it them-
selves. Similar thanks went to members 
of the student-faculty coordinating 
committee, whose membership included: 
Michael Agranoff, Alicia Alvarez, Rob-
ert Barrett, David Epstein, Jim Flan-
ders, Marilyn Fuhrman, Wiibert Gil-
bert, Barry Goldstein, Robert Green-
berger, Mitchell Greenstein, Jeffrey 
Lomasky, Elizabeth Pizarro; Chris Rod-
riguez, Alan Shark, Carlos Vasquez, 
Jose Vives, Norris Wilder, and Dean 
Maurice C. Benewitz, Dr. Abraham J. 
Briloff, Dr. Constance Denne, Dr. Ron-
ald Gatty, Prof. Theodore H. Lang; Dr. 
Aaron Levenstein, Dean Julius J. Man-
son, Dr. John A. Marlin, Prof. Edward: 
Rothman, Mr. Robert Seaver, Dean Roy 
R. Senour, Prof. Donna E. Shalala, D T . 
Donald Smith and Dr. Samuel F . 
Thomas. 
CHANCELLOR CITES 
THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE 
AS INSTRUMENTAL IN SAVINGJCUNY 
In a memorandum sent to the University 
Student Senate, on April 3, 1972, the Chan-
cellor of the City University, Dr. Robert J. 
Kibbee said, "Absent your concerted and 
persuasive support, I am quite sure that the 
disasterous budget "level for CUNY, 
specified in the State Executive Budget, 
Continued on page 7 
t'HJLP!'Jjl'.i».'faT^'1 
Awards 
Students elegible for awards are now being 
considered. Write if you feel your elibible for 
any of the following awards. Contact the 
Financial Aid Office no later than Friday, 
April 21, 1972. 
BARUCH COLLEGE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP. Several 
annual scholarships are not more than $400 
each to graduating seniors at Barukh 
College who plan to take their post-graduate 
work at an accredited college or university. 
Finance Society Presents Two 
0 / K * r C t a n h a n C n v " 
DAVID J. GREENE SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND. Grants available to undergraduate 
students, with preference giyen to those 
enrolled in the field of finance and in-
vestments. 
Loyal League ofLPhilanthropies Scholarship 
Fund. Two $400 scholarship awards in 
honour of Mr. Sam Nass, based upon 
financial need and scholastic achieement, to 
male graduates of a public high school in the 
greater New York metropolitan area, r-
JULIUS ROSENTHAL MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS. Several annual 
scholarships or grants available to un-
dergraduates. 
ROBERT C. WEAVE^fe INCENTIVE 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD. Granted annually 
to an-outstanding graduating senior who 
plans to enter government service, for study 
in a graduate programme. \ 
SAMUEL AND IRVING WEINSTEIN 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND. A trust fund 
established by the Samuel and Irving 
Weinstein Foundation, Inc. At least- one 
scholarship, grant, or award is given an-
nually to a needy and worthy undergraduate 
majoring in accounting or taxation at 
Baruch College, to assist in meeting 
educational costs, including tuition and 
other fees, textbooks, supplies, and living 
expenses. 
The FINANCE SOCIETY in connection 
with the FINANCE 261 class was pleased to 
present two distinguished guest speakers. 
The first guest lecturer was Dr. Santo of 
Aubrey Lanston Inc., a government. 
x securities dealer. He gave the dealer's side 
of government securities transactions, 
rather than -the Federal Reserve side. In 
this one-hour lecture, the students were to 
an exciting real world presentation on how a 
dealer makes money in government 
securities. 
Dr. Santo is an economist for the above 
firm, and it is his job to predict what the 
FED will do. He studies the FED, because it 
—is—the- targest~infTnf»nfial~ factor—in—-the_ 
government securities market. Dr. Santo 
does- not look at the theoretical side, but 
rather at the practical side. He is not being 
paid a salary to come up with theories, but 
rather realistic predictions of just what the 
FED will do. 
These predictions are turned over to the 
traders, who do the ~"a«tual buying and 
selling for the firm. An average trader at 
Aubrey Lanston makes over $5^000 per 
year, and has at least ten yeais of ex-
perience. 
Dr. Santo said that trading is an instinct; 
either you have it or you don't. The firm 
finds out very quickly how well & trader 
knows his business, by the profits or losses 
he makes. 
The students were astonished when they 
learned that Aubrey Lanston handles 
$70,000,000,000 (count all those zeroes, it 
adds up to 70 billion). At any given time the 
firm is holding in its own portfolio from a 
half billion to \Vz billion in its own portfolio, 
roughly 99 per cent of that is financed from 
borrowed funds. There is no other type of 
private corporation in the world having such 
a debt-ratio. With this type of capitalization, 
profits and losses are magnified tremen-
dously. Since this is the case, the trader had 
better be right! 
In an ironic sense, the dealers hope for a 
recession, and fear an economic upturn. The 
reason for this is that during a recession, 
by S ep e  Sax 
interest rates tend to fall, driving up the 
value of the securities. During the 1971 
recession when unemployment soared, and 
economic growth came to a stand-still, life 
couldn't be any merrier for Dr. Santo and 
the traders of his firm. The reason for this is 
that fads firm made a fortune. This was due 
to the rising security prices. 
Dr. Santo predicted for the future that the 
economy will pick up, and that interest rates 
will rise. Dr. Santo did point out that by 
prediction in advance what the future of 
interest rates will be, his firm can make the 
necessary adjustments. '° 
All the students were extremely im-
pressed by the~knowledge-of-DrrSanto, and" 
most of all the way he presented"his lecture. 
He did not speak above the student, but 
rather at the student-level so that he could 
clearly relate how his firm operates in the 
real world of finance. 
If you are interested in becoming a 
trader for this firm, forget the idea! Dr. 
Santo told us that all bis traders have many 
years-of experience. He did suggest that if 
one does want Ito become a trader, one 
should just work'for one of the large banks, 
where a trainee can get that needed ex-
perience. 
The second speaker during the month of 
March was Mr. Arthur Schwartz who 
. headed the municipal bond department of 
Donaldson, Lufkin, Jenrette Inc. 
Municipal bonds are those bonds which 
are issueoTby states and local government 
bodies. This market has jumped in leaps and 
bounds since W. W JI to a present level in the 
area of 160 billion to 170Billion dollars. Only 
last year there were an additional 25 billion 
dollars of these bonds issued. 
Mr. Schwartz then told the students the 
four principal investment features of 
municipal bonds along with an explanation 
of the various types of municipal bonds.The 
four principal features are listed as follows: 
1. They afford a high degree of security i 
second only to that of Federal Government 
securities: 
2. They are easily marketable and 
therefore highly liquid; 
3. There is a great diversity of issues 
outstanding thereby providing a great deal 
of breadth and depth in this market for both 
buyers and sellers; 
4. Dividends from these bonds are exempt 
from Federal income tax. 
The different types of municipals are 
listed as follows: 
General Obligation Bonds - they are 
backed by the full faith of the issuer; 
Revenue Bonds - they are backed only by 
the revenue generated by the particular 
governmental agency engaged in some type 
_of.jemtexprise^An__emmple_of__this is Jhe 
money used to finance a toll road. An in-
vestor should realize that when he buys one 
of these revenue bonds, there is no 
guarantee that the bonds will not go into 
default. 
Special tax bonds - bonds issued for a 
special situation, such as to build a sewer 
system; 
New Housing Authority Bonds - they are 
similar in form to general obligation bonds 
except in the fact that they are also 
guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the 
U.S. Government; they are issued to provide 
new housing in localities. 
Mr. Schwartz did an excellent job in ex-
plaining all the various . aspects of 
municipals. 
The FINANCE SOCIETY along with the 
FINANCE 261 class were pleased to sponsor 
these two excellent speakers* and we of the 
FINANCE SOCIETY wish to thank Prof. 
Reinhardt for her cooperation in bringing 
these speakers to the college. They informed 
the students of the different types of 
markets available for investment and of the 
tremendous importance these markets play 
in our economy. 
TICKER wishes to thank Stephen Say and 
the Finance Society for covering their own 
trip to the Federal Reserve Bank. 
Gaps and Gowns can be ordered in Room 411 of the Student Center. 
Tne cost is $11.00. Hie deadline for ordering Caps and Gowns is 
May 1,1972. 
T l e ^ l l e p o f f e r s a number of awards and prizes. 
*-• Yon may be eligible for one. 
Would you please fill out an "Activities Information Sheet )1 
* . . * • . • 
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Sim Perrone: 
The Fisherman Was a Good Catch 
s * by Robert Barrett 
Whether he is <ianfcmg-"auring Baruch's psychological problems.) Because Perrone 
spends most of his time in Student Center 
and is readily available, the students know 
him and seek him for help to a problem. He 
will intervene, and then refer the student, if 
applicable, toscounseling. He says his role 
in 212 is being more clearly defined as time 
passes. -
Perrone is quite pleased with his work in 
212. He finds the general concept of group 
work within the Student lounges exciting. He 
says that 212 is not a reaction to difficulties, 
projeet. As the resident ^ y c h o l o g t e t 7 ~ ^ u t ^ f f l r m ^ t s ^ 
Italian Week activities, or training on a 
Lamport Leader's Workshop, Dr. James 
Perrone is very much a part of Baruch 
College. The ex-teacher felt it was im-
J^ortvatfqr^hhnto!_make an in-putoutside of 
the classroom, that his talents as a 
psychologist would be put to better use! The 
Department of Student Personnel Services 
found just the place for him. 
Dr. Perrone. has been at Baruch since 
September working as part of the 212 
PC 3C uuuuuc ss 
Perrone is a consultant to various groiro-
sSsucch as Freshman Orientation, Student 
Leaders, and the Student Clubs and 
OrganizationsBdoes referral to the Coun-
selling division of the college, and when 
necessary, engages crisis intervension. 
(Crisis entervension, Perrone explains, is 
creative enterprize and not just something 
that deals with problems, it makes people 
get involved, is educational, and adds to the 
classroom experience. It enhances the 
educational experience of students by 
enriching and supporting what goes on in the 
classroom. 212 is also an attempt to tie 
short term counselling on a specific students in with one another and the college, 
problem, such as family difficulties, or Perrone points out that not all students are 
alienated, but. 212 is helpful for those who 
need it. He thinks the staff, which combines 
a variety of styles, is excellent. 
Dr. Perrone was head of the Psychology 
Department at St. Frances College and 
worked in the Upward Bound program last 
summer. He likes the theater and enjoys 
reading and skiing. Perrones first love is 
fishing, his prize goal is to catch a striped 
bass, and he considers himself to be a beach 
bum, spending, most of his summers at the 
seashore. 
When reminiscing on the past semester 
and a half, Perrone has many enjoyable 
memories. He likes to think about his trip to 
Cuddebackville and the Student Leader 
Workshop, various encounters with staff 
members, and most of all, "students just 
saying 'It's nice to have you around.' " 
Jim Perrone was a good catch for Baruch 
Dr. Jim Perrone College. 
WHIBf . | l lW| t f l< i 
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by ROSA CERRATO 
As I said in my previous article the 
HOTLINE is not the phone number to the 
White House, but if you want it you can go to 
PROJECT US and the willstry to get even 
that fbr you. 
PROJECT US is a new program for the 
benefit of us students and anybody else in 
the Baruch community. It has been in real 
existance for a week. Before April 10th this 
program was only a theory, now it is a 
reality thanks to a group of students who 
were sensitive enough to see what was 
happening at Baruch. Many of us (maybe I 
should say all of us) have something 
bothering us, many times we do not even 
know what it is but something bothers us. It 
might be your friend said something to you 
that did not particularly grab you;sor you 
might feel pressured by something or 
someone; or you do not particularly caje 
about people of a certain race, color, or 
creed, and you want to talk about it to 
someone who will listen but will not judge. 
Whatever the "bug" is PROJECT US will 
listen and talk with you about it. The bug can 
be of any shape, size, or form. 
— In this project there are no faculty in-
***^0****^ 
volved, you'll be talking to people who speak 
your own language on your level. TThere 
are no forms to fill out. No records are kept 
onsyou. MQStof all there is no waiting 
around for youT appointment because there 
are no appointments, you just call or walk-in 
and right away you talk to someone. When 
somethingsbothers you, you don't want to 
wait for the appointment with your 
psychologist (if you have one)r you want to 
get it out now, this is the reason why 
PROJECT US was put into existance. 
The room is warm, comfortable, and 
quiet, located outside of the school. The 
address is: 155 E. 22nd Street, between 
Lexington Ave. and 3rd Ave. (it is only a 
couple of doors down the main entrace to the 
Student Center). You go in through THE 
BASEMENT coffee house. The telephone 
number is: 533-0660. »-. 
The only thing I can say about PROJECT 
US is that it is good. We needed this kind of 
project and we got it. It has been successful 
in other colleges and it will be here too, 
because we have all been waiting for 





Prices $30 Baruchians 
Applications Available $35 Non Baruchians 
Lobbv, 411,212. 307G 
AFRICAN ACTION ASSOC. 
Apr 17-21 Every Evening at 5pm 
Soul Music Everyday 
over WBMB from 9-5 
Bazaar Every Night 
Monday 
The Museum of Mecca with: 
IDRIS MUHAMMAD with Black Rhythms 
Revolutionary .. 
MEDITATION (Rhythms & Blues) 
ANSAR ALLAH (Dance Group) 
Tuesday 
The Museum of Mecca With; 




LINDA WOLFE (formally of Voices 
of East Harlem) 
THE CARAVAN (Five Stars that Brilliantly 
Shine the Light of Truth) 
Thursday 
"THE LONG BLACK BLOCK" 
a powerful play Written and Directed by Roger Furman 
VISIONS (Jazz & Soul) 
Friday 
HEALTH FAIR (held in 4 South) 
FASHION SHOW (Johnette productions) # 
NEW VOICES (Gospel & Soul) 
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Al Faculty Senate 
Although the proposal of an_ All-Faculty Senate 
probably will not be passed Wednesday because it asks 
for equal representation between business and libera I 
arts faculty, aithoug there are twice as many liberal 
arts faculty, it is likely that some form of the proposal 
wil tbe passed and an All-Faculty Senate will be created. 
This passes an interesting questic^ fc>rsthe Student 
• -'. -<^~:. 
STUDENT SENATE RAPED AND 
BLACKMAILED 
The usual Senate Circus took 
place on Tuesday, March 28 at 5:30 
except this time with overt racism. 
_ Any questioning of the Koromantee 
' budget, cleverly changed to AAA, 
was attacked with> the cry of 
"white racism." The only obvious 
racism was Black racist ac-
cusations of white racism, per-
meated with "you people." The 
already over extended budget was 
yet to be increased by $375.00 to the 
rapacious amount of $5,227.50. 
Frank—-Brennen -<iuestioned—the 
already exaggerated budget let 
alone an additional $375 but more 
so the allocation of several hunt 
dred dollars for a Fashion Show? 
He was told in no uncertain words 
to take a trip back to Ireland. 
The Villian of the entire episode 
was the snide remarks of the self-
made Prophet of Sunni Muslim 
Student Assoc. Besides the regular 
rhetoric he asked that all those that 
have voted against a part of his 
budget to stand up will be taken 
care of. Michael Agranoff _ 
joshingly asked if he wanted a 8x10 
picture of all those who voted 
"Nay." I wonder whether he was 
color blind because a Black 
Student also voted "Nay." As for 
blackmail it was made crystal 
clear that if their budget was not 
passed in total we would get our 
Ass's kicked in and violence would 
ensue so we had better pay up. 
Does a handful of extremists 
impose their tyrannical demands 
_PAa_Maj<>ri!X? Whatjheminddoes 
~*Sg 
not grasp, Time will! 
Obviously he is not an accounting. 
student for he stated that there ar . 
700 black students out of 12,000 
-Baruchians and therefore they 
a ^ y $ g r j E J ^ ^ be akped^fee^ g r a t e s t , 
LETTERS 
28th issue of Ticker. 
This gentleman believes that 
Baruch College is in many ways 
inferior to his alma mater, 
Manhatten Community College, If 
this is so, why did he transfer to 
Baruch College? Why not some 
other oner I agree that Baruch is 
an inferior college. But I did not 
choose Baruch: I was ignorant 
enough to make it the second 
choice on my CUNY application -
only now do I know that I should 
have made my second choice 
carefully. 
I too was seduced by the Utopian 
-educational—possibilities put for-, 
ward in that great Book of Lies, the 
"Undergraduate Courses of 
Study." Its subtle propaganda 
entranced me. Like .Mr. Budlin, I 
am an English major. I turned to 
pages 92 to 100 - there were listed 
107 English electives, including 13 
writing electives. I was conned4. 22 
electives were actually offered, 
including 2 writing electives to 
choose froml 
Baruch College is ^absolutely 
hopeless. It is and will be^in the 
_ future a business school; I cannot 
accept the excuse that the Liberal 
Arts school is "new" and will 
improve in the future. If it will 
improve, I would rather not wait 
until it does. And why should I? 
There are other colleges in CUNY. 
I think the Liberal Arts students in 
this school should realize this. 
So next Fall I will be in City 
College, where there are real 
Liberal Arts offerings and a 
HORIZONTAL campus. 
_ Bajruch; LoveJt-Qr-Leave It. So 
join me, Daniel Budlin and all you 
other B. AJ seekers. Let's get out of 




vote. Do not feel bad most other 
City U. campuses rated x for 
student turn-out just like 'Baruch.'v 
Apathy is a euphuism! 
MARVIN FRIEDMAN 
S t u d e n t R e p . 
To All Students: 
There are a few things I like to 
say about Jan Yablow's last letter. 
Mr. Yablow, of all peoplev should 
not talk. If there is any department 
responsible for messing up the 
students (both Seek and Openr 
Admissions), it certainly isn't the 
C o m p e n s a t o r y E d u c a £ i o h : JPro^amTTKerfauTT lies Wftn^me^ 
Freshman Orientation Depart-
ment. 
I had been a victum of Freshman 
Orientation for frfull semester. The 
idea behind it is to help new 
students get through Baruch with 
the minimum of problems; but that 
is not-the case. 
Half of the student leaders do not 
know what they are talking about. I 
have had two leaders; both who 
had different views and opinions 
about the school. I would get one 
story from one leader-and another 
from another leader and still a 
third version from my counselor. I 
would later find out that my 
counselor was right and the others 
were wrong. 
Many leaders are unorganized. 
They never have anything planned. 
I have asked my friends on what 
they think of F.O. and their 
leaders. Many said the same thing 
as me. The leaders just want to 
talk about what happened in one of 
"their classes. Many times my 
leader would let us leave after 15 
minutes that class had started 
because there' was nothing plan-
ned. ". •• - • 
I think leaders should be more 




w^m^mm it was 
^ serBBKis look a t their' J&5*S2£^-?:-*--
within the college, decide whatposition they want, and 
make plans to achieve that position. A Student Con-
stitution must be/formed. Plans should be made now for 
early elections next semester. Students can no longer 
take a passive position within the college or they wf 11 
have no position at al l . 
for an additional Grand 
with disappointment but 
not with Four Lettered words nor 
with racial slurs. 
A FUTURE TRANSFER 
STUDENT'S REACTION TO 
BARUCH 
I would like to reply to the article 
Daniel Dudlin wrote in the March 
?tne; meeting !lba*^veiy"Tlm&%<itey 
afternoon *by the postcard in my 
mail. Was 1 foolish for making a 
special trip down to school? 
Indeed, past experience shows a 
very bad record of attendence by 
Student Reps. Nevertheless your 
voting this semester was not really 
something to be proud of, only a 
third of the 30 per cent cared to 
the leaders need it. 
If Freshman Orientation wishes 
to continue with mis farce, it better 
make some improvements on its 
program, or mere will be a con-
tinuation of students being shafted. 
Sincerely, 
J o a n n e B a g 1 i e r i 
££&*&& 
GUNS 
Joe Gallo wasn't shot, nor were the other 
local mobsters who died recently. Likewise, 
the cops who report gunshot wounds and 
being shot at are lying. Everybody knows 
'^$0&&t~SG have ahti-weapon laws in the form of the 
^^^v^ySaBivanLaw, . so there . . . But where does 
leave Detective Caperr <Blaek> who 
i^^pd* gunned down by a rookie patrolman 
vfwhite), after he had wrestled a culprit to 
A e ground and, unfortunately, still had his 
service revolver in his hand? Bang, bang!, 
went the young patrolman. He had stopped 
another nigger from taking advantage of a 
local citizen, or so be thought. 
Danger from guns often come from New 
's *fii>est.'The investigation wfil come 
H9W However, the ''hard, cold fact still 
remains . . . though trained, New York's 
all too of ten shoot first and ask 
afterwards. Most males go from 
girls. Sbme go from cowboys to 
back to cowboys. Shoot-em-up. 
Sid 
services for Dr^ King,: passing 
No. 14 (Gfl Hodges), last breath for 
iareap_tojK.h^ fo in 
:wft will start the 
• by Jim 
further desecrate our heroes' memory by 
tacking their names upon everything newly 
built? An ounce of this concern, interest and 
loyalty during their life times would have 
gone so much farther. Just a slap on the 
back or a note of "thanks" could probably 
make dying a little easier for us all. Could it 
be that these" are expressions of guilt? 
(Don't say it, Jim. Don't go on, please!) Hell 
no, I won't be s i l enced . . . . It's a pretty low 
and cheap shot to have all the local, state 
and federal figures show up at the funeral 
services of a Black person who has worked 
with and for theicommonjiian^ They_jstroll 
into the church as big and bold as 'thou are' 
and play a humble game with themselves 
for the 6 o'clock news cameras. The 'roots' 
people are usually left standing outside 
tuned to the inside via loud speakers. For 
shame! 
Everyone of these dignitaries should be 
to stand outside. (They'd probably 
just sit in their aH-weather limousine, with 
the chauffeur's head bowed for a moment of 
silence, then be driven away) Every inch of 
space available should be taken by the 
common people.They're the ones who had 
stood shoulder to shoulder with him during 
the many struggles—they're the ones who 
had given him the needed courage and 
the battle for whatever the 
dammit, they should be the ones 
to spend those last moments with 
him. They have every right, they gamed it 
Dennis 
smoke filled back rooms to prearrange their 
anti this and that legislation. 
BON VOYAGE, ADAM 
He kept the faith and was beautiful doing 
it. He was looking out for me before I knew 
who me was. His faith was the Black faith— 
his style, the Black style and we loved it, 
though we didn't understand it sometimes. 
He had i t and flaunted it, politically, 
socially, religiously and disdainfully. He 
was a figher-wmner before we fully un-
. derstood the game or the rules. Through it 
all « e walked tall. Peace and rest is thine 
Brother Powell, and a well deserved rest it 
is. Look out, Saint Peter, some serious 
questions might be asked about all them 
white robes, white wings and failure to do 
more about this mess on earth. Well 'keep 
the faith, baby'—the Black faith, that which 
is 400 years young. 
FROM 1572 to 1987 
The headlines read: P4 PHANTOM JETS 
AND MARINE UNITS TO VIETNAM. . . 
B52 SQUADRON TO GUAM FOR 
POSSIBLE NORTH VIETNAM RAIDS . . . 
SEVERAL U.S. NAVAL VESSELS LEAVE 
WEST COAST FOR SOUTHEAST ASIAN 
WATERS. Damn, I had to check the date of 
that paper; I thought someone had slipped 
me a 1967 edition. 
Wittr all the reports of troop pull-outs, 
winding down, VTetnimization and with-
drawals, how could this be happening? I 
idjhat there were thousands of South 
Vietnamese who had made their homes here 
in the states and we had let them use this 
military hardware to return when the latest 
attacks from the North began. See, im-. 
derstanding our military logic is so simple. 
RAH RAH RAH-
The New York Nets knocked off the big 
bad bully boys from down South—The 
Knicks are in the semi-finals against 
Boston—The Rangers are one victory away 
(at this writing) from moving^ into the semis 
against the flashy skaters from Boston. 
In recent years the Mets, Jets and Knicks 
have won championships; I've got to think: 
that the loyal New York fans coriiHbntedLa 
little to these titles. The players seem to put 
out just a little more when they can s e e by 
your presence at the same that you are for 
them aH the way. Let's face it, they're 
"hams" and want to be appreciated. Why 
the bell don't we give our Baruch teams this 
kind of enthusiastic support? The basketball 
team was a constant threat all season, and 
finished with a very impressive record. Who 
knows, theymight have gone^D the way if 
there had been another 50fM>f us aX^tbe 
games screaming for them to "Tak'Tfcer 
bizness, big team." It isn't too late to get 
into the act though. The Baruch sane 
(baseball team) i s looking mighty good and 
is proving to be a power in the Metropolitan 
College League: Going . . . going 
Marc Wasserman, you are a winner. 
Sammy Davis, Jr. is correct. Stop by Tteker 
office after reading this. Congrats and 
thanks for the other comments. _ V -
THOUGHT OF THE WEEK * - ^ 
New York is a tough nut to crack. You've gat 
to be good to make it here . . . o r 
the latter, &e odds are bettor. 
j.«r-;»-riSf^, •v-;;ii-M.--»-'jSK#t 
*! I W a l ' . ' L O . " " A'JjuU » « , • •• m. • • • i i j j j . MMs^mmMimm® 
w+ * . - - • -+m~> 
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THE OUTSIDER \ 
by Martin Friedmutter 
Acotumnby 
This week I'd like to try and explain why it 
is important to organize all the armed forces 
of the United States. 
As things stand right now, the military is 
governed by a few generals, with the 
President as the head of the armed forces. 
The generals in charge of the military 
happen to be fascist thinking individuals 
who are not interested in human rights, 
freedom or the welfare of others. (A fascist 
believes in the merging of state and business 
~TO16TnT^andftKimor^ 
Almost every general has stated (as a 
t matter of record) that they are in favor of 
wars, and would openly encourage any 
fighting if they could do so. 
LL Gen. Vogt, Staff Director of the Joint 
Chiefssof Staff, and Defense Sec. Laird have 
admiflicyafat they feel the bnly way for 
peace to be achieved in Vietnam is to 
escalate the war. Does this make any sense 
to you? What they are actually saying is that 
by escalating the war we can murder any -
who oppose us. Is this the kind of peace you 
waft? 
You see, the jobs of these generals is as 
strategists in a major chess game. They 
maneuvre all the pawns around the board, 
not caring if they lose any. Unfortunately 
these pawns happen to represent real 
people. It may be your brother, your friend, 
or even vou. What happens is that the 
"leaders3f(that's what they are called, but 
leaders ar%ssupposed to lead, not sit in plush 
offices diredting the war) use the military to 
gain financial benefit for a few select in-
dividuals. 
— A n example of this is the Vietnam War. 
Here, 50,000 G.I.s and over one million 
Vietnamese have been killed so far. We are 
told-that all of this is done in the name of -
+'freedom"; that we are protecting the 
Vietnamese from the Communists. The only 
way to tell if this is true is to exam the 
situation and see if this is what we are ac-
tually doing. 
The government that we are supporting in 
Vietnam is not representative of the people 
there. The Thieu regime is bnly a puppet 
govermweiir-thm^ias^~T)ecaTus^^ 
wiljing to support the U.S. policy with hopes 
of sharing in an eventaul pot of gold. 
The pot of gold I am referring tb is ac-
tually made up of oil resources off Viet-
nam's shore. Every major oil company -
Esso, Gulf, Union Carbide, Cities Service 
and others - has divided up the rights to 
explore the shores of Southeast Asia and 
Vietnam. Is this the way we are fighting for 
peace? 
We are not told this because this is our 
major reason for fighting in Vietnam. We 
are actually trying to protect the oil-rights 
of several industrial giants. 
The only way to stop actions like this one 
is to get control over the military. The ar-
med forces are actually rank-and-file men 
and women following the orders of a few 
generals. If we make these people, the G.I.s, 
aware, of the situation they are in, they can 
put an end to it. You see, a general is nothing 
without his men. For this reason it is very 
important to organize all the armed forces. 
Before any major change will come about in 
this country we will have to deal with the 
fascist-like generals who help run this 
country. ; 
in Charleston the weather on 
was perfect for the beach and, 
, . - , - - "A Southern Journey" 
What follows is a true account of my Back 
Easter Vacation, during which I drove 3500 Monday , 
miles, camped out in the mud, laid in the sun naturally, that's where I was. A word about 
and generally consumed plentyof beer. The Charleston beaches: They are several miles 
names and places have not been changed long, flat and hard until you hit the dunes 
and there are no innocents to be found about an eighth of a mile from the waterline 
though you shouldn't stop looking for them: And the natives consider them crowded 
And why should you be interested in what I when they reach a density of maybe half of 
did for my vacation? Well, good taste Rockaway on a day that started off cold and 
prevents me from allowing my conceit full -cloudy.-~- --— - •=— — r — 
rein over the answer to this query so con- Leaving Charleston Monday night I 
sider yourself hicky and read on. headed south towards Miami Beach, the 
My first stop was Charleston, South Barbiturate Capitol of the East Coast 
^Carolina on Thursday morning, March 30th Arriving at 7:00 in the morning I proceeded 'which I reached about*an hour after drop-
ping Howard off in Sanfee (which everybody 
knows is nowhere). Now Charleston just 
happens to be one of the best cities on the 
not to find any of the kids I had ex ected but
this didn't stop me from spreading my 
blanket out at the 48th street beach (which is 
really located on 44th street but considering 
I 
east coast - clean, orderly and generally the condition of most every kid down there it 
The Lesson is in Learning, 
By Teaching 111 be Taught 
friendly. Besides which, my friends down 
there are medical students: straight 
(juicers at most) and goal-oriented; a 
refreshing change from New York City. A 
bit windy but sunny and pollution-free. So 
that night I saw the Godfather for the in-
credible sum of TWO DOLLARS and almost 
as good as the movie was the sight of pretty 
girls in dresses (you see, they still believe in After downing a quick beer I 
some sort of formality down there). search for that which would 
Friday was the big day. Loading tents and Miami Beach excursion (one way or the 
beer into the trunk of my car I set off for a other, good or very goodk And sure enough I 
Fiddlers' Convention and Bluegrass found her by following.one the acts in her 
Festival in the mountains of North Carolina, circus. There was Mona, dark enough to 
near a town called Union Grove. With me qualify as an honorary Puerto Rican and, 
were two medical students and the other believe it or not, underneath those bhiejeans 
part of our group followed in another car. As and work shirts there is, well, there sure is! 
things happen we became separated and to After an exuberant greeting I settled down 
complicate matters there were two Con- to enjoy the sun. But surprises awaited me. 
ventions so we wound up going to different As I was led by Mona toward the main pool I 
didn't matter where you were). Of course 
Jay was there giving his Ed Sullivan and 
Friends routine -and I vaguely remember 
seeing a few others I knew. However, the 
best was to come. 
Early in the afternoon I drove north to the 
Castaways, that sprawling epitome of 





festivals. Which didn't daunt the Outsider as 
we were sitting on top of three cases of brew. 
In any case it was raining and cold and there 
was mud so I did what any decent person 
does: began drinking as my companions 
was introduced to no less than thirty dif-
ferent people. She sure gets around. (A 
commercial note: We are pleased to an-
nounce the formation of the Frankhn-
Sandler Travel Agency. Any party of up to 
i . 
In the darkest hours, there seems to be an I travel on a cool 
f»)rt«bty v i » r n v » t > d ' 
breeze though corn-
erected the tent and built the fire (after all, three people will be handled. Procedure is to^ 
I'm a driver not a. camper). I really can't send Mona ahead by two days during winch* iperj 
lis <Mfff>Be ai ldeasingtneael i^wt^my sola". My r In my perception itis^notms-^r nebulous field- tt^ardIJut^assigits pmefutm. 
spirit floating freely c a n now wander and 
ponder upon the things I never did before. 
Willi the coming of the dawn, the restless 
guDs shriek their shrill message o'er the sea 
to the land. "Awk! Arise and be free, then 
you will fly across the sea of life." 
My being takes heed and echoes the 
dawning, reuniting with the self. Only now 
am I one. And my spirit is dependent on my 
limbs. But my limbs are moved by the -
spirit. There can be no movement unless the 
freedom moves me. The freedom cannot be 
till all movement stops. 
The mind searches but never does it find 
the key to inner secrets. When once let go, 
the feeling that is found brings a kindly high. 
But feelings are so fleeting, like the 
blooming of a flower. Sunlightsenriches and 
nighttime hides its flame. 
Once again my mind journeys on. 
Dwelling on things of the past. The memory 
is almost real but can't quench the beggar's 
thirst. 
but a living organism made of pure light, bastardized form coming over thê  radio. AH do 
Swim thru liquid light as if it were a sea. I can say i s Gary Frank, "Eat your heart problem) 
or peculiarity no 
Breathing is not burdened. 
The pure energy gives strength to strive to 
perfection. Live each moment as the univ-
ersal clock ticks away immeasurable units. 
No past, no future, only now. 
This sea of wonder fills the soul and we too 
become liquid light. An aura surrounds all. 
But it is so hard to see with all the darkness 
and empty void blocking it like a shadow 
cast upon mankind. Raise the shades, open 
the blinds and you will see though you have 
eyes. You will feel but without your body. It 
is all there, you need only ask. 
Open up your hearts 
Let the love come in 
Join us in our song 
The Lord will hear you sing. 
*»- Wishing you Peace & Happiness, 
THE FREAKY PHILO 
outr** But more important were the people. 
They were friendly, old and young alike and 
all were rednecks. Had the so-called 
Woodstock Nation been around things might 
have been different but who wants to dwell 
on such things? And, while there was dope 
aplenty, everyone was swilling beer and 
singing songs around campfires. Perhaps 
the way I can classify., this festival is as a 
three day party.with everyone operationally 
drunk: no fights, no real falling out and no 
problems (except for that kid they found 
dead the day before 1 arrived but reality 
seldom becomes myth and we charac-
teristically see what we want to see). The 
culmination of. the weekend was a large 
Christian Sunday dinner^ of ham in Rock 
Hill. A perfect way to end a weekend that 
had as its only drawback the fact that I was 
wearing tennis sneakers in the mud but the 




ntA-MKJBS « « W i 
For the three nights and four days I spent 
in Florida the Castaways was the main 
base. I should have stayed there exclusively 
but the Tuesday night I just had to drive up 
to Fort Lauderdale with Mona, Donna and 
Laurie (sic) and during that trip my fuel 
pump left. Have yon ever hitched with 
three girls who spent the entire time singing 
and dancing on the streets? And the trauma 
of the situation! -I usually don't pick up 
hitch-hikers and, since then, I've been 
forced by guilt feelings to pick up anyone I 
can. And three out of four of the drivers who 
gave us rides were black! Enough said. 
Now a bit of moralizing. I say that I hung 
around the Castaways at night. The 
Castaways were good though Lenny 
wouldn't consider them much of anything. 
However, I found it impossible to walk along 
Collins down in the Forties and Fifties. I 
have never seen so many down-heads 
staggering along proclaiming what a great 
time they were having. And the beach was 
no different, even during the day. It is as 
though every down-head in the east came to 
Miami Beach to fall-out, stagger around and 
start fights. It was actually depressing. 
Another depressing aspect was Fort 
Lauderdale. The Chamber of Commerce op 
there did their damndest to recreate the 
Third Reich m its heyday. And they suc-
ceeded. I have never been especially ner-
vous around police when I'm not doing 
something wrong. Yet, the climateof fear in 
Fort Lauderdale was tangible and, quite 
frankly, I was glad to leave a town I once 
thoroughly .enjoyed. Too bad. ., 
And while in this vein. Congratulations to 
Governor Askew and uie uTowda legisJattiie • 
for keeping the drinking age at Zk. Were it 
lowered tne 
could no _ __ 
biturates during the achool vacations, 
again, a triumph of morality over 
with who knows wkpt tragic 
In any. caae, I cMWjjjd r fywunt $o yo<f fkggf 
story of the Virginia jwcers 
fashioned party and giving me 
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NORTHLOUNGE ^ 
b!QP-6:00 PJg.—DANTE <EVE) RECEPTION - r—- -
8HI0̂  »:30*Jtf—FRESHMAN HOURS (EVE) 
SIMULTANEOUS CHESS EXHIBITION 
AND BUNDFOLD-MATCHt!! 
THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 12:15 P.M., 
NORTHXOUNGE. 
Max Zavanelli, the current Baruch chess 
champion; will play all challengers 
simultaneously while also attempting to 
play without sight of a chessboard or notes. 
His opponent will be Richard. Wong, a 
finalist in last term's championship. Ben 
Wlodawski will referee. Studnets and 
••*(• . ; - - v n 
• • *>* ~ -' v 
• > T -:/•,•' 
: ( • 
MARBLE LOUNGE ' : - . . , ' ~ 
5:30-7:30 P;Bi—EVENING SESSION INFORMAL COFFEE HOUR 
AUDITORIUM . • • • " - -
6:30-10:00 P M ^ A F R I C A N ACTION ASSOCIATION CONCERT 
1 r . THURSDAY, APRIL 20,1972 
OAK LOUNGE 
; UfcOO* 2rf» J».M.~ART RECEPTION 
5:00-7:00 JPJk—ART- RECEPTION 
I.. 8tfl8-ll:00 PJ4.--CLASS OF 1373 DANCE 
NORTH LOUNGE 
1^0- 3:00 PJ4—FRESHMAN ORIENTATION MEETING & RECEPTION 
MARBLE LOUNGE 
5-30-7:30 PJ4-—EVENING SESSION INFORMAL COFFEE HOUR 
-9 :15 -11 :00 PJtf.—BLACK MEETING (EVE) " 
^ S ^ O - 2:00 P.M-—LAW 101 MID-TERM REVIEW 
8:30-10:00 P J*.—BLACK RAP SESSION (EVE) 
^AUDITORIUM 
5:00-10:00 P.M.—AFRICAN ACTION ASSOCIATION PLAY 
FRIDAY, APRIL 21, 1*72 
OAK LOUNGE 
6:00-10:00 P.M.—SIGMA ALPHA DELTA RECEPTION 
NORTH LOUNGE ' 
12:00-2:0Q,PJoV—SJ*-S. STAFF.MEETING ^ 
7:00-9:00 P.M.—INKER SEARCH SERIES MEETING 
4-SOUTH -: . > " . , - ' • - . __, 
5:00- 7^00 P.M.—AFRICAN ACTION ASSN PANEL DISC. ON HEALTH 
AUDITORIUM 
8:00-11:00 P,M.—AFRICAN ACTION ASSN CONCERT & FASHION SHOW 
16th 
THE SEARCH f^ONT 
BOOSTERS is a girls service organization 
for Baruch College. Although termed "the 
official hostesses for Baruch^** this 
organization does more than serve punch 
and cookies. The girls in BOOSTERS have 
planned activities for Baruch students, such 
as: a hootenany, a dating game, dances, 
visits to faculty homes, discussions, and arts 
and crafts hours. One year ago, BOOSTERS 
was mstrumehtal in the voter registration 
drive that was held here. This organization 
Faculty mvi ted. Pleasearrive promptly aatl Kas also sponsored charitydrfcsgSFfbT BiafrsT 
bring a chess s e t You may sign up in ad- Relief, Big .Brothers Association, the New 
vance in Room 212, Student Center. Space York Foundling Home and the School for the 
Deaf. _____ 
This term, BOOSTERS is looking for a 
Booscot, the one male member of the 
organization. A Booscot has no specific 
duties but he must be interested in our 
organization and our activities, and he must 
attend our meetings. To qualify for this 
position, the Booscot must be familiar with 
the policies of the College and the chine. 
If you would like to apply for this position, 
please come to Room 313 S.C. for further 
information. 
will be limited. 
ZzOOhilpO^lPm^iNTEaRFRATERNlTY COUNCIL DANCE 
The first two Baruch Photography Con-
tests are on! What do I mean two contests? 
Well there is one contest for students with 
Instamatic and similar simple cameras, 
and another contest for students with 
precision adjustable cameras. This way the 
Instamatic owners do not have to compete 
with the students who will be using more 
sophisticated photographic equipment. This 
contest is open to all Baruch students and 
judging will be done by professional 
photographers. This contest is being 
sponsored by the Photography Workshop in 
conjunction with the 212 Project. Awards 
will be for first, second and third place in 
each contest. In addition to the prizes of $25-
$15 and $ there wiU also be honorable 
mentions. There is a separate set of prizes 
for each contest. Here are the basic rules for 
the contests: 
1...Entrant most be a Baruch student. 
2..'- Entries may he color or black white 
prints:~Sdrry7^o~sIides: ~~ ,~ • . 
3.. .Prints can be any size from 3" x 3** up 
to 11 inches by 14 inches. 
4.. .You may enter up to seven prints. 
5...The deadline for entering is May 3, 
1S72. • •-•-•"' 
To enter either contest all you need do is 
take, your prjnUs) down to room 212 in the 
be 
DANTE 
Dante Society will hold a special meeting at 
5 p.m. on Wednesday April 19 in the North 
Lounge, Student Center. All members are 
required to attend. New members are 
welcome. Refreshments will follow. 
The Committee To Foment Democracy 
announces its weekly meeting to be held on 
Third Floor of Student Center on April 20. 
All members ~a_d wel l wishers^ welcome. 
Quality refreshments supersede all club 
business. All welcome! 
THE BERNARD BARUCH* APATHY 
CLUB WILL HOLD ITS FIRST MEETING 
ON THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1172 IN ROOM 
420 -QF: *EjSESTUDfagT> CJEJN^ER-.'. AP-
• • - . f W . v r -
I 
. ! 
Dr. Dttrid Valinskyf^hafrman of the 
Statistics Department,^ated that in the 
Fall 197^ semester a number of courses will 
be offered for accounting majors in an effort 
to better prepare thexa to meet the more 
rigorous statistical demands of the ac-
counting profession. 
Dr. Vahnsky notebV that in recent years 
t a growing and increased use 
^ r 
ot statistics and sampling procedures in 
practiceSby both governmental 
ICPA firms. To help meet these 
fee Statistical Methods in Auditing. 
will be of value to all students 
; in auditing as weB as those students 
for the CPA examination- The 
Pifiiii limn! urges all their 
nd auditing majors to enroll for 
Two sections, Stat 28SC and Stat 
(The catalog 
tot Statistics 285 appears below). 
s ^ _ * _____«^__«__B_«^h__i ' ~rW—_—___ —_———, 
uy xfrotessor uoroort 
ajfta^malaumorityandantnorin the 
; fllwthrtieal methods in auditing. Dr. 
357 AB, DNL, and GS. While Statistics 357 is 
required of all BBA students, it is recom-
mended that accounting major try to enroll 
in one of the above sections as aJ£ ap-
plications will be geared toward accounting 
and hence, better prepare the students fog 
the portion of die CPA examination dealing 
with computer methodology. In addition, it 
was noted that on a recent CPA examination 
there was an option oniinear programming 
and other quantitative techniques. The 
Statistics Department will be offering a 
revised course, Statistics 450 (section DE)— 
Quantitative Decision Making . for 
Business—to meet these needs. 
Statistics 285: Statistical methods in 
auditing 2 hours, 2 credits 
"This course is designed primarily for 
accounting majors who desire to sup-
plement auditing practices with widely used 
statistical methods. Statistical principles 
are surveyed with special emphasis given to 
accounting applications. Current «*™pHng 
practices in auditing are appraised and 
future potentialities are explored. Special 
applications considered include —impii-g 
records, -inventory control, costrol of 
clerical errors, and qualitative and quan-
titative errors." 
Prerequisit ies: Statistics 15; and 
Accounting 221 
ejf each print you should write your name, 
phone no. and whidr contest you are en-
tering. After judging, display of the prints 
and awarding of the prizes, you will be able 
to pick up your prints in room 212 after May 
10, 1972. You can get a full set of rules for 
these contests by stopping Room 212 any 
time. Any questions—ask for Kne. 
Food Stamps 
All students interested in obtaining food 
stamps may apply at the Financial Aid 
office located at 155 East 24th Street, second 
floor. 
AuroviHe 
Professor Robert A. McDermott of the 
Philosophy department of Baruch College 
will discuss Auroville, Sri Aurobindo's 
legacy, Friday night 7:00 p.m. in the North 
lounge as part of the Inner Search Series. 
Auroville is a city in India in winch jtbe 
philosophy of the people i s based around the 
teachings of Sri Aurobindo, a Philosopher of 
Yoga. It is the world's only city based 
around Yoga. Professor McDermott wiU 
show slides of his journey to Auroville 
CROSS+COUNTRY TRIP 
Leaving for a Cross Country Trip in the 
end of May and returning m the begmning of 
September. I am looking for someone to 
share the driving and wifiing to pay half of 
whatever expense-* there are 
(Approximately 9560). If interested Call 
Andy at 440-7182, Monday, Tuesday, 
Thursday or Sunday between 6-10. 
~ANY0SE'i'PHELOiC;A^VOTtT WILL 
DIS^AIJFTEaX TOPICS SUCH AS 
M E A N I N G F U L K E S S ^ OF NOTHIi-fG, 
VARIOUS STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS 
OF ZERO, AND THE-ART OF COLLEC-
TING DUST WILL NOT BE DISCUSSED 
TO ANY LENGTH. 
IN REFERENCE TO THE ABOVE, 
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT US AS WE DO 
NOT CARE. 
Applications are now available for ad-
mission-into Sigma Alpha in room 415 S.C. 
!5Iin£mn—I reo^nrements may be checked on 
in the same room. Deadline will be April 24. 
Soccer meeting on April 22, 1972 at 12:15, 
Room 708. Past members must be there. All 
who are interested in joining soccer team 
invited. 
FROM MARCIA FITZGIBBONS AND 
ROBERT STOLINSKY 
It has come to our attention that the Day 
Session students are imposing on the 
Evening Session students for their lounge 
space on the Second Floor of the Student 
Center. We are sure that'the Day Session 
students would not deprive the Evening 
Session of their seating space, food, and 
beverages if they would stop to think for a 
moment. Evening students come in at % or 
*4 o'clock from their jobs and need a cup of 
coffee and a place to rest before pushing on 
to their classes. ' 
We would appreciate your showing some 
respect for the Evening Session students' 
TUESDAY; APRIL 18, 1*72 
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Budget... 
_ Continued from page 1 •• 
could not have been altered. 
The remarks were made in a statement 
addressed jointly: to the University Student 
Senate, and the University Faculty Senate, 
the Council of the College Presidents, the Ad 
hoc Committee for the City University and 
the Alumni Coordinating Council. 
Dr. Kibbee added; "I am advised by the 
legislative leaders who worked out this 
agreement that your activities were in-
strumental in changing the attitudes of 
many legislators towards CUNY's needs." 
— T h e ChaneeBor concluded his statement 
by saying that the budget will be..."bare 
bone"...and require "continued sacrifice on 
the part of all elements in the University 
community." 
_ Among the activities undertaken by the 
Senate during the budget crisis were: 
Testimony given before the Board of 
Higher Education protesting proposed cuts 
in studnet Services... 
Analysis of areas Student Services had to 
be maintained and developed in the face of 
any budget cutbacks... 
Joint action, for the first time, between 
the State and City University student bodies 
against cuts in the budget for higher 
education... 
The first statewide position paper calling 
for free public higher education throughout 
the state issued by the University Student 
Senate and the Student Association of the 
State University... 
The delineation of alternatives to the 
budget cuts and freeze by showing areas in 
which the state could better utilize its 
funds... 
The establishment of an Inforxation. 
Hotlike to keep -members of the University 
CommujKty up to date on daily happenings 
of the budget crisis... 
The/sale of buttons with the proceeds 
goinf; towards es tab l i sh ing programs 
designed to fight against the budget freeze... 
' The publication of and distribution of 
press digests and budget fact sheets to the 
student press... 
The organization bf a four day period of 
freeze wflikSB»ic|i|fo -car-
Quest 
RAIN WILL NOT SPOIL YOUR SUM-
MER THIS YEAR. I do not profess to be a 
stranger bringing you greetings .from 
Delphi. I am not a soothsayer nor am I in 
their union. I am just making a simple 
declarative statement which contains a 
subject and verb and may be taken home 
and diagrammed at your convenience. : 
No matter how many problems beset 
those registering m January for "the new 
term, there i s always the consolation that 
the spring term is only a brief prelude to 
summer's inevitable magmficance. - All of 
the psych, eco, and marketing classes have 
soothingly become opium dens where 
hidden thoughts and dreams float freely 
through the air and attach themselves to 
summer myths, past and future, being in-
terrupted only briefly, by snoring 
classmates. As the air warms, the ballads of 
the flying troubadours will be heard in the 
distant corners of the city. Just watch out 
for piegeon shit. 
The summer actively engages a spirit 
called freedom to aid in the governance of 
her subjects. She tries to lighten the burden 
of her subjects throughout her reign, but 
unfortunately, a fall is planned and the 
monarch must gracefully disappear. When 
her majesty again assumes the throne, we 
are a little older and perhaps a little wiser. 
The rain will not spoil your summer this 
year if you don't let it. The draft will not 
spoil your life if you don't let it. 
Summary Statement of Evaluation Forms of Freshmen 
Participating in Freshmecm Orientation -
, September, 1971-January, 1972 
Second hi a Five Part Series 
Of 1,500 students in Freshman Orientation, Freshman Orientation was boring, too long, 
approximately 450 evaluation forms were unstructured and, in general, worthless, 
completed ami returned. A brief summary Attempting to categorize the attitud-pft of 
of the fmdings foBows; 
1. The biggest positive aspect of the 15-week 
program was the meeting and making of 
new friends, followed by 
-^—receiving information on registration, 
curriculum, student activities, who to turn 
to for help, etc., and 
3. learning how to communicate openry in a 
group, with minima? feelings of restriction 
or threat; overcoming some feelings of 
inadequacy in presenting ideas to others. ^ 
These postive aspects should not deny the overwhelmingly boring and/ or a waste of 
negative ones. A large percentage felt time and effort. 
respondents, the following interpretive 
statement evolves: 
1. 15 per cent through! Freshman Orien-
tation was good to extremely good and 
worthwhile: ———— —-•;-. —r—--
2. 60 per cent found assets and liabilities of 
equal weight in Freshman Orientation. It 
was useful, informative, a chance to make 
new friends on the positive side, and limited 
by its dullness and/ or lack of purpose. 
3. 25 per cent found Freshman Orientation 




to say no. 
things are 
If you say y e s 
You may have 
If • you think 
done too easily 
You may find them hard to do: 
If you face trouble sanely 
It cannot trouble you. 
—Lao Tzu 
From Rm. 307A in the student center, the 
student draft counselors want to be the first 
ni^^mar-l^w^en^ 
them with yoti when you visit as. 
^Although the level of satisfaction wasn't as - 2. to give the freshmen an opportunity to 
hffeb. as we would hope, the goals were met experience a smaD--group environment, with 
for many, if not the majority - that is: all its "ups and downs and challenges," 
1. to give the freshmen an opportunity to outside the formal classroom. . 
receive informaSon regaiN£ng the school, — — Jerry"M. Rosenberg, FfcJJ. -—-
etc., and Director of Orientation 
k-




Listening and Referral Services Baruch College 
Help and Information Concerning: 
c. 
A tale of love 
as t imeless as the earth 
"Tomorrow 












Or Just To Rap 
CALL US: 53S-0660 
or 
visit us: 1*5 EaS t 2_ttd St* 
(Basement 
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One More Queen 
Conies 1©Broodwoy 
r 
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(Inspiration From Fiorella E. Mauri) 
Off-Broadway comes to Broadway again 
We sometimes forget that there is a dif-
ference between Broadway and Off* 
Broadway Theatre until a play like 
Elizabeth I comes to town. The play 
destined for off-Broadway was unable to get 
a theatre, and thus emerged on Broadway. 
Thusinto a theatre went this reviewer and 
suddenly he found himself taken back to 
Elizabetbian TSme^ EHzabethian Theatre 
lives with authentic costumes, stage set-
tings and stage direcOoo of that era. 
The play is a revival of Elizabethan 
TbeMreaXitsi in;#ie^smdj^ 
no curtains to drop and no backstage to hide 
bebiiiATfee actors are to be commended for 
ttiegversatili^ and convmciiig portrayal of 
A troupe of actors travel through English 
towns and countryside performiiig their 
of Elizabeth I. Throughout the 
the^ptey progresses with the 
-ipwuroles. Then in the 
Bob Dylan, left, and Leon Russeif at the Concert for Bangladesh. 
I Can't Hear You 'Cause 
the Water's Running 
Confucius is quoted as having said: "It is ., 
better to fly of f on tangents than to keep 
going around in circles." THE CONCERT 
FOR BANGLADESH has apparently had a 
radius longer than from the stage to the 
outskirts of Madison Square Garden. The 
concert was S.R.O. and sales from the 
album have generated 4.5 million dollars 
ends. While there is nothing wrong with this 
it just leaves one a little disappointed. 
The technical credits for the film are 
superb. Shot in 16mm, the film was blown up 
to 70mm without a flaw. The editing and 
photography (six cameras) are superb. 
People' and moods are beautifully caught. 
~ ""' six-track stereo system ,,at: the 
Dresden Re visited 
When Luchino Visconti made "Death in 
Venice" the film was given a rather cool 
reception: While not a perfect film, one must 
admit that that it was the best job that could 
have been done with an original novel that, 
perhaps, should never have been made into 
a film at all. Kurt Vonnegut Jr. has a very 
complex style which does not lend itself well 
to the film medium. It is a gargantuan task 
to translate the material to the screen. It is 
the feat of giants to do it and maintain the 
original Vonnegut flavor. 
Comedy-drama or black comedy are of a 
nature that inherently creates a gap bet-
ween audience and material. This style of 
writing requires and exaggeration which 
does not necessarily keep it out of the realm 
of reality, but wkieh -tends to create a 
remote and isolated work. One which an 
audience may believe but not necessarily 
"accept or be moved by. 
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE is a parable 
of the Great American Success, but in the 
Vonnegut style. It is the story of Billy 
Pilgrim: Veteran df^World War n , happily 
married, father of tw6 children, owner of a 
resplendent home,, financially successful 
and socially secure. But Billy is not content 
f • • ' " ' r - ' • • - . " 
of the moat amusing scene is the 
scene. TiBy Boom the laundress 
plays Mary, Queen of Scots was 
It's a very slapstick scene where 
comes md complains about the 
mad actors with all their frflfy costumes to 
-'Zpfaato**^ the Queen ffigqperbly acted hy 
todbave 
just arfilnl of a concert: 
"Mad Dogs and Englishmen" was 
literally a rock travelog. "Gimme Shelter" 
was a penetrating look at the Rolling Stones 
as well as various concerts. THE CONCERT 
FOR BANGLADESH simply begins and. 
; THE CONCERT FOR BANGJLADESH is 
now entertainment. It is now entertamment 
for a special segment of the movie-going 
public. Whfle of impeccable calibre oh only 
a technical level the film should, never-
theless, do well. 
with this life. He dreams of more exotic and 
adventurous days. He does this so often that 
his dreams" are no longer dreams—he 
literally 'time-trips.' 
Billy moves backwards to bis days in the 
war...to his first hand experiences when 
Dresden was bombed. He moves forward to 
meet Jns mistress on the planet of 
Tralfamadore where life has no beginning 
George Roy HSU has succeeded to an extent. 
He has east the film admirably. The editing 
and photography are impeccable. But, the 
quick and perpetual 4time-tripV cuts make 
the film hyper-kinetic and jarring. In the 
last analysis, what comes across artistically 
far outseighs any emotional impact. 
Pexietope Windust, a very fine actress. She 
» ,'HN**wp^tte'&*y afcmg,eaaahig and 
demanding action from those around her. 
Pfnfi^ King of Spain did a terrific job of 
playing a religious fanatic by making his 
r^le ridiculous. It was so absurd that it had 
t%fae ftmny. 
play in its entirety was a bit too 
ly. Some scenes were too dragged out 
A e actors were very vivacious and 
1 to make the story within the play 
with its ups and downs to 
Theatre, SBsaheth I should be 
Take a Shadow Breath and Kiss Your Forest Goodbye 
About a year ago when Cornel Wilde's "No 
Blade of Grass" opened this critic said that 
any film on an ecological theme, even if it 
preaches it, is worth making and seeing. 
Douglas Trumbull, who was a special ef-
fects man for Stanley Kubrick on "2001: A 
Space Odyssy", has directed this 
ecologically minded film SILENT RUN-
NING. Unfortunately the film has come out 
looking like a melange of "2001...", and 
Gog. 
—Shortlybefore^ll of tfae-ptant life-on-earth-
has died space ships have been sent out with 
domes in which the only surviving botanical 
forms are gorwing. After eight years the 
ship's pilots are ordered to destroy the 
domes, return to earth and put the*ships 
back into commercial use. Bruce Dern as 
Lowell, the only one apparently interested in 
saving the plants, b e c o m e s disturbed 
enough to see that the instructions are not 
carried out on his ship. Lowell's only 
company^are three of the^cutest-robots-
you've seen; they tap their feet, rub their 
'hands' together and waddle. 
What the whole thing amounts to is a 
rather boring 80 minutes. The dialogue is 
sparse and frequently inanae and the shots 
of .the space ships look like cups from 
"2001...". Considering the contemporary, 
significance of the subject matter the 80 
minutes could very well have been used 
more effectively. 
Jon Eisen 
' V :C 
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is coming to Baruch 
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trading insults and then blows. Or of the 
crazy tramp the vets down the building 
brought up from the beach, who pulled a 
knife and refused to leave the room until the 
security men came. Naturally Mona slept 
through this (not alone, but not with 
someone> and the next day invited this 
tramp into the room for a drink. Or of my 
> :00a.m. ride on the back of Larry's scooter 
to pick up wine because the fifteen beers 
weren't enough (sidelight: I tried Boone's 
Farm Wild Mountain; stay far away!). Or 
maybe you'd like to hear of Mona's three 
ring circus and of cops and drunken uncles 
and. jealous girls and hours wasted waiting 
for Mona to leave the war zone. Perhaps the 
-Bock and .Jeff (another young man smitten 
by Mona) OT the other Jeff who couldn't-
believe anything though I assured him that' 
it was all true. Or how a young-lady with a 
mean streak gave two stoned- out kids 
Morton's Salt instead of cocaine. And maybe 
Charlie who kept falling down and vjho in-
sisted, that Mona looked better than his old 
girlfriend Karen. But it would be impossible 
to write all this and accurately recreate the 
chaos. Mona introduced me to (as if I don't 
find-or "create enough already). 
But things end and Friday night I headed -
north to Charleston where the weather 
turned lousy and I was too tired to 
adequately enjoy getting drunk in- my 
favorite Charleston bar. Such is life you win 
some and lose some. And lose some I did as I 
got snagged in Bonneau, South Carolina by a 
cop with radar. 
However, when looking back from a less 
fatigued position than that of Monday I 
would "have to admit that this was a good 
trip. A note, of advice: If you ever par-
ticipate an something witn Mona expect 
nothing but expect anything and everything 
and you'll have a good time, especially if 
you accept the terms laid down and just flow 
with the 
\t\t i m\ >> 1 WniwgiW 
Samson Saga Feminine in 
Kobbato to be presented 
THE SAMSON SAGAr 
Dr.H.Kluger 
Thursday and Friday, April 27 and 28, 8:00 
p.m. 
-The. Biblical story of Samson portrays a 
state in the myth of the hero, the struggle 
between developing consciousness and the 
unconscious, between-the masculine and 
feminine principles. An investigation of the 
symbolism in this phase of the process of 
individuation, which is pertinent to modern 
man no less than to his ancient brother, wffl 
be pursued in these lectures. To this end the 
various motifs in the story wffl be examined 
for their psychological meaning/with the 
help of relevant amplifications from diverse 
fields and examples from modern dreams. 
; Harold Yehezkel Kluger is a diplomate of 
the_C. Or. Jung Institute, Zurich, and 
received his Ph.D. in psychology from the 
Clarement Graduate School in California. 
He was a founding member and first 
president of the C. G. Jung Institute of Los 
Angeles, and a ^training analyst of the 
Society of Jungian Analysts of Southern 
California. Since 1969 he has resided in 
Haifa, where he is a practicing analyst and a 
member_ of me Israel Association of 
Analytical Psychology. 
FEMINE IN THE KABBALA 
Dr. Bivkah Kluger 
Thursday, May 4, 8:00 p.m. 
The Kabbala is an esoteric corpus of 
Jewish mysticism, dating from the Middle 
Ages. These writings are amazingly replete 
with imagery of deep meaning and great 
psychological value which has not lost its 
actuality for our own times. Dr. Kluger s 
lecture will deal with some of £h* ferning 
symbolism contained in the Zohar, the main 
Kabbalistic text, and in later writings, andi 
will present a few texts of the Zohar. 
Ravkah Scharf Kluger received her Ph.D. 
from the University of Zurich and her 
analytical training from- Dr. Jung, with 
whom she worked closely for many years": 
She has lectured at the Jung Institute in 
by Sarah Bailey 
> sanrii < m r o w 5 ^ 2 2 L ^ » 
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For Baruch College 
Students 
ami Their Families 
To Europe 
and Israel—-
7 t h Successful 
of u^2urich Institute and of the Society of 
Jungian Analysts of Southern California. 
She was in private practice in .Los Angeles 
from 1955 to 1969, when she moved to Haifa, 
Israel where she now resides and practices. 
She is a member of the Israel Association of 
Analytical Psychology and the author of 
Satan in the Old Testiment. 
The lectures will be held at 
THE CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT 
BUILDING 
345 East 46th Street 
New York City - < " 
We have tickets - low price $1 and $1.50. 
Dept. Student Personnel Services, Student 
Activities and Group Work Division. Tickets 
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OTHER DATES AVAILABLE 
^ i t i r W A Y RATES AVAILABLE 
mm Student Org. Ronnie—Sunday 
V-. Friday—-435-9211. 
Group Flights throughout the 
Slimmer to Madrid and London on 
regularly scheduled Iberia and 
BOAC jets. 
For information and applications, 
contact: ': :-."'>. ; 
Mr. Natbari Greenspan 
68 East 19ih Street - \~ 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226 
tok 284-5749 
:• QSei. 9 A M and 9 PM onJyJ 
i."1. s^igssasK** 
-'-jr-
During 1967, 68 and €9 the American 
people were moving in some sort of direc-
tion. Thousands and thousands of citizens 
were protesting certain actions of the 
American government, and thousands upon 
thousands^ were protesting their protesting. 
.. Either way, there was movement amongst 
: the masses of people. No one can say that 
there was good or evil in these.actions, but 
one can prpve mat there was movement. 
' Massive ^riibvements in media, com-
-munication, education, politics,.and social 
struggles swe^pt'over this countiy; this we_ 
aH know. The major question is, where did 
all this energy and robust idealism go? who 
stole it or who forgot it? 
One intelligent person could analyze all of 
this and write a paper or a book, and 
hopefully solve some of. these problems, 
intelligently, but the source of these 
problems still remains unanswered. Why 
are the American people quiet? Why are the 
students, in ,this country w e a k , and 
unorganized? And why have their, protestors 
quieted An their voice? In other "words, 
APATHY has invaded the minds of us all. I 
might be suggesting at this point that the 
movements of the students of 1967, 68, and 69 
meant something hopeful the people that 
could understand their words. The people 
that couldn't, crushed their ideals with 
money, power and oppression. I might be 
suggesting that the massive infiltration into 
the different medias (radio, television, 
newspapers), the scorn of archaic 
educational systems; and the understanding 
of different social struggles was slowly 
crushed-by the bigger and-more om-
nipresent powers. (This is for the reader to 
decide.) One thing I am sure of, the 
movements for change were pushed aside 
and replaced with the ugly word apathy. So 
the people /. analyze, and the students 
unhappy witk indecision, and the oppressor 
TIBIOW1U&^ We spew ^ e refics of our 
environment into the oceans, the bombs ̂ ki 
our people, and the rats in the streets. 
(These things aren't threatening, though...-
we have an heard these things time and time 
again) TIME AND TIME AQAINH! SOON 
WE WILL HAVE NO TIME. This to not a 
suggestion new,, this is truth. We have no 
more time to waste. We must all feel, act 
and move again. 1968, 69 and 67 was just the 
beginning or opening for all of us to feel, 
love; tiarmonize, desire less% and think 
more. But first we must- know where to-
begin again and precisely how. 
To the students at. Baruch College I 
suggest this: Begin to understand what our 
school means r For example, what factions 
prevent or help us to understand it better. If 
you find something that prevents you, act on 
it. Don't let it slide away into forgetiullness. 
Don't let the bosses of this school run certain 
actions and ideas, into the garbage. If cer-
tain actions help you, don't forget them— 
understand them. 
Understand who controls what. For 
example, the valuable communicative force 
of our school, RADIO STATION WJBMB is 
being shafted in more ways than one. The 
school senate prevented certain monies to 
be alloted to its existing setup. Therefore, 
this action stifles WBMB's movements and' 
creativity. But the senate allotted that. 
money to other means that could never 
communicate to you on any level. Under-
stand who controls you and the information 
that you receive. WBMB does not exist 
without funds. But maybe its existence 
threatens the heads of the school. Maybe 
they are afraid of the commnniratmn thai : v j i * ' > ' -
WBMB might offer. Maybe they dent want 
to hear. If someone controls your voiee in 
school, then-the means of communication, 
movement, and comprehension is cut off for 
all of us. The means for coiximunication i s 
used for change. When something controls 
it, change decays into apathy and^ apathy is 
the death-of us all. Speak for your voice. Let 
" *-Jr&"*rTm+^^^^*ti&*o&&-*-r^.rt^ 
ifmn^t^t siii-̂  
| j?St:"^''S£* "&*& 
TBE ^Oa§TlENC^?&& OUR IXV$&:'J&M-
THE PEOPLE WE LOVE. 
Psychology Career 
Conference 
This is the time to investigate 
the possibilities and have 
your questions answered. 
I 
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BACKPACKING 
by A. Scott Harris 
Blood Flows at Baruch 
stories and photos by Jake Jutkowitz 






To begin—we went camping on April 
FooFs—«nd to start, I'd like to make the 
wedding that I performed public record: 
On April 1, 1972: 
By all the power invested in m e gy G-d and 
the State of New and the United States of 
America I pronounce: 
Mr. Ronnie Lustig to Miss Irene Segal— 
married for the duration of the camping 
season or by such wishes to end such 
.-» relation. 
Now about those skunks. Yes, they liked 
— our food, so the camping trip again wound 
up at my house. But we learned how to pitch 
tents on solid ice using the Siva 123 stove to 
heat up the spikes. Then, while being at-
tacked by skunks, broke camp in the dead of 
night in 10 degree weather. 
Winter Camping: Gefan ensolit pad, there 
is nothing else when combined with down 
that will protect you from the cold. Air 
mattrrsses circulate cold air when the 
_ temperature drops under 30 degrees so I no 
longer recommend them for winter. An open 
cell mat is almost as good. If you can, carry 
newspapers. Being made of wood, it is an 
excellent insulator. Carry a lot of nylon 
cord, at least 150 feet. Two pairs of socks 
just make it. The Coleman lights are better 
heaters than the heaters that are sold. If you 
are -backpacking, learn to make a baker 
tent This tent is a reflector. It is shaped like 
an inverted L and reflects a fire built in front 
of it as if it were an oven. A cream for the 
face is a real saver in frost-like nights. If you 
carry wine, bring a wine opener. ' 
Lastly, remember to clean-all food away 
from the camp before going to sleep. Also 
remember to protect and hide (in the snow, 
if possible) all food. The reason is rodents 
Hmd^ther starving animals. The winter is a 
hard time for them and they get very 
hungry. If possible, don't camp too far from 
your car. In the winter, one can never -
foresee the weather and you m a y not be able : 
to fmo! shelter, but you can find a car. B y the 
way, remember to have the car checked— 
{he mountains can be very 'hard on the 
_ brake*>%. fc»tteri*s, XcoidL 
monring starts), starters, fan belts, and 
tires. 
P.S. Bruce's wife if Gae. 
For further information, the camping club 




Last Thursday, the History Society invited 
Professor Halil Gilden of Queens College to 
speak on the moral and political thoughts of * 
Rousseau, a French philosopher of the 18th 
Century. Rousseau was the first of the great 
modern philosophers to question the value of 
progress. He believed that science in itself 
will not save society. At a time when the 
advancement of art and science was 
believed to be synonymous with some kind 
of moral and political betterment, Rousseau 
was one of the few men who rejected such 
reasoning. He experienced doubts on all the 
progress, science, reason, and civilization 
which gave such satisfaction to his con-
temporaries. Instead, his thoughts and 
writings dealt with ideas concerning the 
state of nature and what man was like 
before society was formed. 
Similiar to Thoreau's Walden, Rousseau 
believed in a return to nature and argued 
' that civilization made men evil; that a life in 
the "state of nature" was much better. He 
believed in a state in which all persons had a 
sense of membership and participation and 
that kings, officials or elected represen-. 
tatives wereonly the delegates of a sover-
eign people. The undercurrent of his thought 
is believed to have had influenced the 
French Revolution and our own constitution. 
Because of his humanistic and nature^ 
oriented ideas, Rousseau has recently found 
favor among the young, even though they 
may be unaware that it i s his philosophy 
On March 29th, Baruch held its annual 
Blood Drive in thet)ak and Marble Lounges 
of the Student Center. The festivities started 
at 10 a.m. and ran until 3 p.m. During those 
hours, about 60 students and faculty 
members donated their life giving fluid, 
blood, to the Red Cross. The small turnout 
was due to the fact that it was the last day of 
classes so many students from the evening 
session were not around to donate their 
blood. 
Those concerned people who did donate 
their blood found that it was not as terrible 
as they had thoought it would be. You are 
first given a blood test to determine your 
blood type and any diseases that might be in 
your blood. Your blood pressure is taken and 
then comes the terrible wait before your 
blood is taken. 
After your short wait you enter the Oak 
Lounge where you are guided to a table-bed 
next to which is the machine that will be 
drawing out the blood. One of the young, 
beautiful nurses then very politely smiles 
while she sticks the needle into your vein 
and after a few minutes the nurse removes 
the needle from your arm and the pain 
begins to mount. 
While still in pain you are served some of 
Baruch's great coffee—along with some 
doughnuts, which aren't bad. You relax for a 
few minutes to make sure all your strength 
has returned. During this period, a few 
students who did feel faint (not due to the 
coffee) were relieved of their pain by the 
skillful Red Cross aides. 
So, as I lie here with a needle stuck in m y 
arm and my blood flowing into a plastic bag, 
I feel content. For I know that the blood I 
have given may help someone remain 
healthy and live awhile longer. 
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THE DRAFT 
HAS RESUMED! 
if you need 
Draft Counseling 
COME SEE US 
Rm. 307A S.C. 
Mon. 9-12 & 1-2 
Tue$.^9-n 
Wed. 11-12 & 1-2 
ThursI 2-3 
Fri. 10-1 & 2-3 
NOTE: We're offering a dass on Draft 
Tne doss will start on or about April 18th. If you are 
piteeested, please leave your name and telephone 
her in Room 307 A S.C. 
Students. Staff and- Faculty give, blood 
i 
THE 
GREAT M O M 
GAME 
Take an Imaginary $100 mi l l ion and see how you can run it 
in the marke t . The bes~ r^er w?n S18G.-00C 2 vea- a r c ^hat's 
not imaginary. V^ 
Lawrence Zicklin of^^uberger & Berman, who was one of 
the top qualifiers, will be here THURSDAY, A P R I L 20, 1972, 
in Room 204B, 24th St. Bldg. between 12 and 1 P.M. 
The entire student body is invited to come and listen to now 
LAWRENCE Z I C K L I N , a Baruch graduate, won the game. 
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The TICKER ASSOCIATION 




on Friday, May 5th, 1972 
ALL ARE INVITED TO ATTEND. 
Anyone interested in running for the Editorship should 
send a letter of declaration to= 
Dr Morris Winokur Ticker Faculty Consultant 
co Biology Dept. 
All declarations must be in by Wed., May 3rd. 
No applicant will be considered unless a letter of 
declaration has been received 
TICKER 
• < * 
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TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1972 11 
w$m&. 
mem 
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